Reaction rate constants and mechanistic detail of the Ni+ + butanone reaction.
The unimolecular decomposition kinetics of the jet-cooled Ni(+)-butanone cluster ion has been monitored over a range of internal energies (16000-18800 cm⁻¹). First-order rate constants are acquired for the precursor ion dissociation into three product channels. The temporal growth of each fragment ion is selectively monitored in a custom instrument and yields similar valued rate constants at a common ion internal energy. The decomposition reaction is proposed to proceed along two parallel reaction coordinates. Each dissociative pathway is rate-limited by the initial Ni(+) oxidative addition into either the C-CH₃ or C-C₂H₅ σ-bond in the butanone molecule. Ratios of integrated product ion intensities as well as the measured rate constants are used to determine values for each σ-bond activation rate constant. The lowest energy measurement presented in this study occurs when the binary complex ion possesses an internal energy of 16000 cm⁻¹. Under this condition, the Ni(+) assisted decomposition of the butanone molecule is rate limited by k(act)(C-C₂H₅) = (0.92 ± 0.08) × 10⁵ s⁻¹ and k(act)(C-CH₃) = (0.37 ± 0.03) × 10⁵ s⁻¹. The relative magnitudes of the two rate constants reflect the greater probability for reaction to occur along the C-C₂H₅ σ-bond insertion pathway, consistent with thermodynamic arguments. DFT calculations at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory suggest the most likely geometries and relative energies of the reactants, intermediates, and products.